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Abstract
It is well known that non-minimum phase zeros of dynamical

systems restrict the achievable performance of closed-loop transfer functions. If performance is specified in terms of finite time
properties, then it is not evident that the zero structure of transfer
functions limits the achievable performance of the controlled system. In this paper it is shown that the Hankel singular values of
the inner factor of the system transfer function provide relevant information for achievable (finite time) performance of the controlled
process.

1 Introduction
Since the beginning of the development of control theory
it has been recognized [4, 19, 27] that the process behavior
limits the achievable performance of the controlled system.
It is therefore important to have a detailed understanding of
which characteristics of a process limit achievable performance of the controlled unit [1, 6, 14, 20, 21] and how these
characteristics effect the controller design [4, 13, 15, 17, 19,
22, 27].
In the literature, various definitions and concepts have
been proposed to formalize the influence of the open-loop
process on achievable closed-loop behavior. Typical notions
include controllability [2, 19, 22, 27], reproducibility [4], dynamic operability [1], dynamic resilience [15, 21]. Most of
these definitions are not very precise, but they express how
the process puts limitations on the achievable closed loop
behavior, independent of the controller.
It is well known that non-minimum phase plants are difficult to control and that non-minimum phase zeros put intrinsic limitations on achievable closed loop performance.
More specifically, the relation between non-minimum phase
zeros and closed-loop behavior is described by complex integral relations [3, 5, 8, 9] and the theory of H00 optimal con-

trol brought a clear understanding of the fact that for nonminimum phase and strictly proper systems the sensitivity
function IS(e1¢)1 can be made less than one for certain frequencies <P only if it is larger than one for others [7]. Therefore, desirable properties of the sensitivity function in one
frequency range have to be traded-off against undesirable
behavior at other frequencies [8, 9].
Various approaches exist towards the analysis of controllability properties of non-minimum phase systems. The integral relations provide insight in the controllability of the
system only for relatively simple cases. In more complex
cases these relations provide little understanding of the intrinsic limitations of non-minimum phase zeros for control
design. A second and frequently applied approach is what
is called standardization of the problem. In most cases, this
means that an inner-outer factorization is applied to the transfer function of the plant and the complementary sensitivity is
chosen equal to the inner factor [ 10, 11, 22]. The influence of
non-minimum phase zeros on the closed loop performance
is then measured by considering the behavior of the corresponding sensitivity matrix viewed as function of frequency.
A second type of standardization is analog to the Wolovich
and Falb interactor matrix [26] and amounts to choosing the
sensitivity matrix S triangular [16,23,24]. In this case it is
assumed that the outputs are ordered in a descending order
of importance; output one has absolute priority above output
two and so on. As a result, the influence of non-minimum
phase zeros on the outputs of the closed loop is shifted towards the lowest priority outputs. In many cases such an
approach results in unrealistic behavior at the process input
and at the lowest priority outputs. From an analysis point of
view the key disadvantage of standardization procedures is
that the freedom in the control design is not entirely used.
It therefore does not provide insight and understanding on
how the process behavior actually limits the controlled process behavior.

In this paper a new framework is developed to analyze
the restrictions that non-minimum phase zeros pose on the
controlled behavior. We will base this analysis on a study of
finite time properties of the controlled system. It is shown
that the Hankel singular values ofthe inner factor of a transfer
function provide crucial information on the controllability of
a dynamical system. The theory is illustrated by the solutions
of a tracking and a deadbeat control problem.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 preliminary definitions and results are given. Two control problems
are formalized in Section 3. Section 4 provides the main
theoretical results which are the basis for the solutions of
the problems formulated in Section 3. Section 5 provides
complete solutions to the control problems of Section 3 and
discusses its consequences. Conclusions are deferred to Section 6.

2 Notation and preliminaries
Let Z denote the set of integers, T
the function class
f.2(T, lRq)

s; Z, q

~

1 and define

:= {x : T--+ lRq lllxll~ :=I: jx(t)l 2 < oo}
reT

where jx(t)j is the standard Euclidean norm of x(t).
f.2(T, JRq) is equipped with the standard inner product
(x' y} := LteT YT (t)x(t) . z_ and z+ denote the negative
and the non-negative elements of Z, respectively. Whenever
the signal space is clear from the context we use the shorthandf.2(T) for f.2(Z , JRq) . The shift operator, s, maps T c Z
totheintervalsT := {t+11 t E T}. Thesupportofasignal
u is defined as supp(u) := {t E Z I u(t) =1= 0}. :R.Jf/:oxm
will be the class of all p x m stable proper rational transfer
matrices. A transfer function G E :R.Jf/:oxm is identified
with the state space system
x(t

+ 1) = Ax(t) + Bu(t)
y(t) = Cx(t) + Du(t)

(1)

and the convolution system
00

y(t) =

I:

g(t - k)u(k)

(2)

k=- 00

whenever g is the inverse Laplace transform of G and
G(z) = C(zi- A)- 1 B +D. Throughout it is assumed that
(A, B, C, D) defines a minimal realization of G. Zeros and
poles of G are the roots of the numerator and denominator
polynomials, respectively, of the Smith-McMillan form of
G (See [12]). A complex number A E Cis a non-minimum
phase zero if it is a zero of G with IA.I ~ 1, it is called a
minimum phase zero if it is a zero with lA. I < 1.
Let Tu and Ty be two intervals 1 of Z. The observability
1 An interval of Z is the set of all integers t e Z with a < t < b where
a, b e Z U (oo, -oo}. An interval is called finite if a, b e Z, it is infinite if
either a = - oo orb = oo. It is empty if a > b.

and controllability gramian associated with (1) are given by
Q(Ty) := .2.:CAT/CTCA1 ,
teTy
P(Tu) :=

I: A-t B BT (AT)-

1

•

tesT.

The (possibly infinite) observability and controllability matrix are
(9(Ty) := col(CA 1 , t E Ty).
C3(Tu) := row(A- 1 B, t E sTu).

where "col" means stacking subsequent entries (lowest indexed entry on top) and "row" means placing subsequent
entries side by side (lowest indexed entry on left). The
gramians are well defined if either Tu s; Z_ and Ty s; Z+,
or A is invertible and Ty is left-bounded and Tu is rightbounded. We further define the gramians Q := Q(Z+) and
P := P(Z_). The state space system (1) is called input
balanced, output balanced or input-output balanced if both
P and Q are diagonal and, respectively, P = I, Q = I or
p = Q.
We will be interested in the convolution system (2) where
the time instants of the outputs are restricted to Ty and the
inputs are assumed to have support in Tu, i.e., we consider
(2) for t E Ty and for input signals u E f.2 with support
supp u s; Tu . Clearly, this defines an operator

WT•. Ty is called a Hankel operator if max Tu + 1 ::S minTy.
it is called a Toeplitz operator if min Tu = min Ty. Let
IIIVT•. Ty II :=

sup

uei2(Tu,lRm)

iill!Tu,Tyull2

llull2

be the induced norm of IV T. ,Ty. We call this norm a Hankel
norm (Toeplitz norm) if WT.,Ty is Hankel (Toeplitz). Furthermore, the singular values ai (Ill T. , Ty) are assumed to be
ordered according to a1 ~ a2 ~ . . . and are called Hankel
or Toeplitz singular values whenever IVT. ,Ty is Hankel or
Toeplitz. The Hankel singular values associated with G
are, by definition, the singular values of the Hankel operator ll!z _,z+ . The following lemma summarizes some basic
properties.
Lemma 2.1 Suppose that the intervals Tu and Ty are such
that Q(Ty) and P(Tu) are well defined. If WT.,Ty is
Hankel then IVT.,Ty = (9(Ty)C3(Tu) and IIIVT.,Ty II =

A.~(P(Tu)Q(Ty)). Furthermore, Wz+ ,Z+ is Toeplitz and
satisfies lllllz+ ,z+ ll = IIGIIoo·

The transfer function G E :R.Jf/:oxm is called inner if
it is norm preserving, i.e. 11Guii2 = lluli2 for all u E L2.
An inner transfer function G E :R.Jf/:oxm is called minimum
phase inner if it has no zeros. G E :R.Jf/:ox P is called outer if
its inverse is stable, i.e. c-l E :R.Jf/:ox p. It has been shown

in [25] that a transfer matrix G E /RJft;m, with no poles
and zeros on the unit circle and p :::: m admits an innerouter factorization G = GiGo with Gi E :RJf6oxm inner
and G 0 E /RJf.~xm outer. The following result showsthat
the number of zeros of an inner system is directly related
to the number of Hankel singular values which are equal to
one.
Lemma 2.2 Let G E :RJff:oxm be inner. Then
I. p :::: m and all its Hankel singular values are smaller or
equal to one.

2. If p = m then all Hankel singular values equal one.

Tuy = Tu U Ty . As before, let Yref E f2 be a reference
signal, with supp Yref 5; Tuy· The basic idea of deadbeat
is that the output of the system equals the reference signal
after a predefined number of samples, say nctb· Since the
control horizon Tu is finite it is, in general, not possible to
track an arbitrary reference signal on the infinite time interval
Ty. We therefore consider the problem of finding u E e2
with supp(u) 5; Tu such that the output y tracks Yref on a
finite interval. Let 0 < nctb < N and define the interval
T~ = [ -N + nctb. -1].
Definition 3.2 (Deadbeat control problem) The deadbeat
control problem amounts to finding u E f2(Tu) such that
and

3. All zeros of G are non-minimum phase zeros.

is minimal.

4. The zeros of G are a subset of the inverse of the eigenvalues of A and the number ofzeros equals the number
of Hankel singular values equal to one.

In addition we will be interested in finding the minimal ndb
such that this problem is solvable for all Yref E f2(Tuy·

3 Problem formulation

4 Inner systems on a finite time horizon

In this section we formalize two control problems that
involve the tracking of a reference signal on a finite time
interval.
Let G E /RJf00 be an inner square system with
limlzl->oo G(z) invertible. Let N > 0 and define the
[-N, -1], Ty
[0, oo) and suptime intervals Tu
pose that a reference signal Yref E f2 is given with support
supp(Yref) 5; Tu U Ty. Consider the following tracking problem.

In this section the structural properties of the Toeplitz operator \liT., Tu associated with an inner square system G and
an arbitrary (finite) interval Tu will be studied. An elegant
expression for the singular value decomposition of \IIT.,T.
for an inner square system is given as follows.

=

=

Definition 3.1 (Tracking problem) The finite time tracking problem amounts to finding a control u E f2(Tu) such
that
YrefiT. = \IIT.,T.u
Moreover, we wish to find a recursive expression for updating the control u as a function of the length N of the control
horizon Tu and characterize the resulting increase in control
effort.
Note that this problem is in fact equivalent to the construction of the inverse of the Toeplitz operator \IIT. ,T• . By
invertibility of limlzl->oo G(z) this inverse exist so that the
control u exists and is unique. In the next section we will
investigate the invertibility of Toeplitz operators and in Section 5 we will provide a solution of this recursive tracking
problem and discuss its consequences. In particular, we will
be interested in the effect of the controls u on the output y (t)
of the system for time t :::: 0 as a function of the control
horizon N.
The second control problem will be a finite time version
of the well known deadbeat control problem. Specifically,
let G E /RJ£00 be an inner square system. Let N > 0 and
consider the intervals Tu = [- N , - 1], Ty = [0, oo) and

Theorem 4.1 Let G E /RJf~ xm be inner with minimal
input-output balanced realization (A, B, C, D) and McMillan degree n . Let Tu be a finite interval of length N and let
Ty := {t E ZIt > max(Tu)} . Then
I. mN- n singular values of\IIT. ,T. equal one.

2. Then smallest singular values of\I!Tu.Tu equal the singular values of AN.

3. The span of the right singular vectors of \liT. ,T. corresponding to its smallest n singular values equals
ime(Tu)T .
4. The span of the left singular vectors of \IIT.,T. corresponding to its smallest n singular values equals
im (!)( - sTu).
Moreover, for any u E f2 with supp u 5; Tu and !! ·col(u(t), t E Tu) E im e(Tu)T

\IIT•. T.u

= - {!}(-sTu)(AT)N P(Tu)- 1e(Tu)!!

\I!Tu.Tyu = (!)(Ty)e(Tu)!!

(3a)
(3b)

We remark that a similar result holds for non-square inner
functions. From Theorem 4.1 we infer that the closer the
singular values of the Hankel operator \liT., Ty are to one the
closer the singular values of the Toeplitz \liT", Tu are to zero.
The n smallest singular values of the Toeplitz operator are
decreasing functions of N that converge to zero for N -+ oo.

This observation has important consequences for control.
Indeed, if a reference signal Yref E £2(Tu) needs to be tracked
by choosing a suitable control u E £2CTu), then

• u 1 does not effect the output of the system on the time
interval Ty. i.e., lllT•. TyU1 = 0.
• Denote the orthogonal complement of e(Tu) and
<9(-sTu) as e(Tu).L andCJ(-sTu).L, then the control
(4) solves the tracking problem if

with t denoting the Moore-Penrose inverse, defines the control with minimal £2 norm that achieves tracking. By Theorem4.1, 1/u/12 will be large unless col(u(t), t E Tu) is orthogonal to the left singular vectors associated with then smallest singular values of IVT., T.. This control will moreover
achieve that the output y on the interval Ty equals

which has large norm IIYII2. as the right singular vectors
corresponding to the n smallest singular values of ll!T•. Tu
exactly align with the right singular vectors corresponding
to then nonzero singular values of ll!Tu .Ty· Statement 2 of
Theorem 4.1 moreover shows that this effect worsens if the
length of Tu is increased. Hence, since the Hankel singular values of ll!T•. Ty converge to one (as N ---+ oo), tracking problems with norm constraint inputs or norm constraint
(future) outputs can only be solved on relatively small control intervals Tu. The maximum length of these intervals is
determined by the convergence rate to this limit, which is
determined by the eigenvalues of A.

5 Main results
5.1 The tracking problem
Consider the tracking problem formulated in Section 2,
i.e., let N > 0 and define Tu = [-N, -1], T~ = [-N, 0],
Ty = [0, oo) and Yref E £2 be a reference signal with support
supp(Yref) ~ Tu U Ty. Let I1e be the orthogonal projector
onto im <9( -sTu). i.e.,

and I1 19 .~. = I - ITe the projection on its orthogonal complement. Let
Yref1 = I1e.L YrefiTu
Yref2 = ITe Yrefi Tu
Then YrefiT. = Yrefl
pose the input as

+ Yref2 and (Yrefl, Yref2) = 0.
U

= u 1 + u2

Decom-

(4)

where u1 is such that Yrefl = IVT.,T.u1 and u2 is such
that Yref2 = IVT.,T.u2. From Theorem 4.1 we obtain that
(u 1. u2) = 0 and the following result can be derived.

Theorem 5.1 Under the above conditions
• llu1112 = 11Yreflll2

col(u1 (t), t

E Tu)

= (e(Tu).Ll (P(Tu).L)- 112
(Q( -sTu).L)- 112 (<9( -sTu).Ll Yrefl.

col(u2(t), t

E Tu)

= -e(Tu)T P(Tu)- 1(AT)-N
<9(-sTul Yrefl.

• The control u' in the tracking problem is a function of
u and Yref defined as

u(t)
D- 1YrerCO)

u' (t) =

{

ift E Tu

+ D- 1C(A T)-N <9( -sTu)T Yrefl.
ift = 0

(5)

Observe that the second term on the right hand side of (5)
exactly compensates the influence of u on the output at time
0. Moreover, whether II u' (0) II diverges or not, for increasing
N, is determined by this second term and hence by the alignment of YrefiT. to <9( -sTu). Hence a necessary condition for
u'(O) to converge for N---+ oo is that <9(-sTu)T Yref2---+ 0.
Equivalently, on the infinite horizon convergence is achieved
only if Yref j_ <9.
Let e = YrefiTy - lllTu,TyU and e' = YrefiTy - ll!T~.Tyu'
then e and e' are the tracking error signals over the horizon
Ty. due to the control actions u and u', respectively. We can
actually derive that
e'(O) = 0

lle'llt2 (T;) 2::

lie llt2 (T;)

Hence the control action u'(t) at time t = 0 achieves
instantaneous tracking of the reference signal Yref(O) at the
cost of a non-decreasing norm of the future tracking error, i.e.
it has an opposite effect on the error on the horizon
For
a receding horizon real time implementation of the control
actions, this means that subsequent updates of the control
actions u'(O) result in magnitudes llu(O)'II that diverge at a
rate corresponding to the inverse of the eigenvalues of AN,
where N is the (receding) horizon.

T;.

5.2 The deadbeat control problem
Consider the deadbeat control problem formalized in Section 2. That is, let Tu = [-N, -1], Ty = [0, oo) and
Tuy = Tu U Ty and let Yref E £2 be a reference signal,
with supp Yref ~ Tuy· For 0 < ndb < N we introduce
To= [-N, -N +ndb -1] and T~ = [-N +ndb. -1]. The
following result provides necessary and sufficient conditions
for its solvability.

The ttvee smallest singular values of the Toeplitz u func1ion ot N

Theorem 5.2 LetT1 = s<N-ndb)To. Then the deadbeat con-

trol problem is solvable if and only if the Gramian P(T1) is
non-singular. In this case, a solution is given by the control
u(t)

= U} (t) + U2(t);

0.9 I

0 .8

t

E

Tu

I

0.7 I
I

where

0.6 I
I

l

col(ui (t), t E Tu)

= col(O, [WT:,r:)tY;efl)

col(u2(t), t E Tu)

= col(e(T1 / P(T!)-IAndbQ- 1

0.5

I

0 .4

(9T Y;ef2' 0)

(6)

0.3

I

0 .2

Here,

IT<!J.LYref, Yref2 = IT<9Yref, Y;efl
col(Yrefl; t E T~), Y;ef2 = col(Yref2; t E T~),
Yrefl

=

=

From Theorem 5.2 we obtain that the existence of a solution to the deadbeat control problem is determined by the
regularity of P(T! ), i.e. at the moment that all states can be
observed at the output. It is well known that this condition
is fulfilled if ndb ~ n. The minimum value of nctb for which
P(T!) is non-singular, say nmin• may therefore be smaller
than n.
A further consequence of Theorem 5.2 is that for ndb >
nmin the solution of the deadbeat control problem is not
necessarily unique. In this case uiTo is not unique, since
rank e(To)l. = ndb- nmin. Hence any solution will be of
the form

0 .1
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with z E JRndb-nmin, solves problem 2. Hence z exactly
parameterizes the non-uniqueness of the solution of DBP.
This freedom can still be used e.g. to reduce the tracking
error on the interval [ -N + nmin. -N + ndb].

0.6

As an illustration consider the transfer function

G(z)

=

(z- 1.0204)(z- 1.25)(z- 2.5)
-0. 3136 (z- 0.98)(z - 0.8)(z- 0.4) ·

Then G is square inner and has three non-minimum phase
zeros. Let Tu
[1, N]. The three smallest singular values
of the Toeplitz operator WT.,T. associated with G are depicted, as functions of N, in figure 1 for N = 3, ... , 200.
For N = 100, the corresponding left and right singular
vectors are depicted in figure 2. The right singular vectors corresponding to the three smallest singular values increase as function of time. Now, consider the deadbeat
problem with reference signal YrefiT., = l9( -sTuy)w, with

=

w = [ -10.1813 -1.5275 2.0837f, i.e. the steady state
value of the states for a unit step. In figure 3 the influence
of the choice of the deadbeat horizon nctb on II y ITo ll2 and
11u112 are given for N = 100. These norms are decreasing
functions of nctb, i.e. the longer the deadbeat horizon, the less
control effort is needed and the smaller the output-norm will
be on the time interval To.

I
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Figure 2: The right (upper figure) and left (lower figure) singular vectors corresponding to the three smallest singular
values of WT., Tu

7 Conclusions
The finite time behavior of non-minimum phase zeros
of square inner systems has been studied. The restrictions
that non-minimum phase behavior poses on the controlled
behavior of the system can be characterized by the limited
invertibility of the operator from then-dimensional subspace
eT (Tu) of the input subspace f.2(Tu) to ann-dimensional
output subspace (9 (-sTu) of the output space f.2 (Tu)· It is
shown that this operator can only be invert over a restricted
length N of the control horizon Tu, since the inverse can
only be obtained for increasing Nat the cost of a llull2 and
a IIYI[O,oo) 112 that both diverge as function of the inverse of
the eigenvalues of A. It is shown that this behavior is due
to the opposite effect that u E span e(Tu) has on Yi[O,oo],
compared to the behavior it invokes on YiT•. It is thought
by the authors that this characterization of the non-minimum

norm(yrM-y) as fundion of n~
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phase behavior is more elegant and gives clearer insight in
the inherent restrictions that non-minimum phase puts on the
controlled behavior then the commonly used infinite time
characterizations. As an example of the application of the
results found the deadbeat problem and nominal stability of
receding horizon controllers have been discussed.
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